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Abstract: Mapping planetary surfaces is an intricate task that forms the basis for many geologic,
geomorphologic, and geographic studies of planetary bodies. In this work, we present a method to
automate a specific type of planetary mapping, geomorphic mapping, taking machine learning as a
basis. Additionally, we introduce a novel dataset, termed DoMars16k, which contains 16,150 samples
of fifteen different landforms commonly found on the Martian surface. We use a convolutional neural
network to establish a relation between Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Context Camera images and
the landforms of the dataset. Afterwards, we employ a sliding-window approach in conjunction
with a Markov Random field smoothing to create maps in a weakly supervised fashion. Finally,
we provide encouraging results and carry out automated geomorphological analyses of Jezero crater,
the Mars2020 landing site, and Oxia Planum, the prospective ExoMars landing site.

Keywords: geomorphology; Mars; weak supervision; mapping; deep learning; semantic segmentation

1. Introduction

Mapping planetary surfaces is an essential step during future mission planning. It consists,
among others, in outlining geological units of the surface and providing a geomorphic and stratigraphic
analysis [1]. Mapping is also important when selecting homogenous regions for crater frequency
analysis, the search for sampling locations, understanding the global geologic setting, or the different
landforms present in a region. It is estimated in [1] to last 5 to 7 years per high quality USGS mapping
project, where each project costs around $250,000 in human labour. While certainly not all mapping
projects last that long and are that expensive, creating maps is a tedious and time consuming task.
A geological map is built by an expert or a group of experts by manually drawing the outlines of
geological units. The experts use geographic information system (GIS) applications, such as ArcGIS,
to combine information from different sources, such as different sensors, previous maps, and their
experience, to distill it into a single map, which answers the desired science questions.

If looked at through the eye of a computer scientist, creating geologic maps appears to be similar
to a common computer vision task: image segmentation. In image segmentation an image is divided
into a set of mutually exclusive regions where each region has specific features, such as colour, texture,
or semantics. The regions or units of geological maps share geological properties. If we find a way
to link the sensory outputs, such as remotely sensed images, which are also used by the experts to
build maps, to the geologic properties, we could use the rich image segmentation literature to build
an automated system, which can generate maps from image data. However, geologic mapping is
challenging. It requires an in-depth knowledge of a planetary body and requires the interpretation
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and synthesis of multiple cues. Therefore, we focus on geomorphic mapping, i.e., the description of
the morphology of landforms observable from orbital images [2], in this work. In contrast to geologic
mapping geomorphic mapping does not necessarily reveal information about the stratigraphy of
an area [2]. Geomorphic mapping solely depends on the orbital image data and does not require
interpreting or synthesising information. Geomorphic mapping is thus more suited for automated
approaches than geologic mapping. However, recognising differently shaped landforms poses already
a reasonable challenge for automated approaches.

In this work we tackle this challenge and explore a possible approach towards automated landform
mapping where we focus on the visual appearance rather than on detecting the geological process
which formed a structure. We will review the current state of automated landform analysis and
describe their limitations in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe a potential link between image data
from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s Context Camera (CTX) [3] with a resolution of 6 m/px and
fifteen common landforms on the Martian surface. Furthermore, we present an automated approach
which exploits this link by taking machine learning as a basis. In Section 4 we present the results and
discuss the implications and limitations in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Automatically detecting topographic features on Mars dates back to the work of [4]. They used
elevation data from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) [5] of the Mars Global Surveyor
Mission [6] to divide an area into semantically meaningful regions. The study was conducted in
an unsupervised fashion where no labels or expert annotations were used to guide the algorithm.
Unsupervised techniques benefit from being directly usable for automatically creating a map without
costly expert annotations. Nonetheless, this task is especially challenging and the results are often
inferior to the results by a supervised approach using expert annotations. Due to the lack of annotations,
unsupervised approaches have to divide the data based on similarities between the samples. However,
designing a suitable measure of similarity is challenging and the resulting groupings do not necessarily
coincide with a grouping a human would expect. Furthermore, in unsupervised learning the number
of different classes has to be estimated somehow from the provided data alone, whereas supervised
learning can directly use this information from the human annotations. The work by [7] is the first
time expert annotations are used. This has several advantages compared to an unsupervised approach.
First, the algorithm is now catered more towards a representation a human would expect. For instance,
the division of the data into different classes is set by a human and not inferred from data alone.
Second, expert annotations make different approaches comparable through classification metrics,
such as precision and recall. Third, by sharing expert annotations with other researchers competing
methods emerge. This has lead to tremendous progress in image segmentation and image classification
in the general computer vision domain. However, the expert annotations used in [7] have not been
shared publicly. Ultimately, the original work of [4] led to the creation of a global map for Mars in [8]
and has been extended continuously in [7,9]. Table 1 summarises different studies which are concerned
with automated geomorphologic analyses and highlights key properties of the studies, such as the
used instrument data, the number of classes, the number of samples, the type of annotations used in
the study, and their availability. In the following we will discuss the key elements in more detail.
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Table 1. Overview of related studies and datasets discussed in the literature. Technically, two groups,
separated by horizontal bars, emerge. The first group analyses data from Mars Global Surveyor and
uses “classical” approaches to solve the computer vision problems. The second group analyses data
from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and the advent of deep learning has arrived in geomorphology.
Notably, a three year gap exists between 2013 and 2016.

Year Reference Instrument # Classes # Samples Annotation Availability

2005 [4] MOLA 10 - - -
2006 [9] MOLA 20 - - -
2009 [7] MOLA 6 829 superpixel private
2011 [10] MOC 2 111,100 box private
2012 [8] MOLA 10 - - -
2013 [11] MOC 2 277,524 box private

2016 [12] HiRISE 17 unspecified polygon private
2017 [13] HiRISE 2 580 polygon private
2017 [14] HiRISE 2 1024 box private
2017 [15] CTX + HiRISE 3 1600 box partially
2018 [16] HiRISE 17 unspecified polygon private
2018 [17] HiRISE 6 3820 box public
2018 [18] CTX 6 24,069 box public
2019 [19] HiRISE 7 10,433 box public
2019 [20] HiRISE 14 1500 polygon private
2019 [21] HiRISE 3 400,000 polygon public
2020 Online 1 CTX 3 17,313 box in creation

2020 This Work 2 CTX 15 16,150 box public
1 https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/mschwamb/planet-four-ridges Retrieved: 4 December 2020. 2 https:
//dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4291940.

In addition to the previously discussed studies, which aimed at a global description of the
landforms through elevation data, image data from the Mars Global Surveyor Mars Orbiter Camera
(MOC) [22] have been used in [10,11]. Later, image data from Mars Reconnaisssance Orbiter’s Context
Camera (CTX) [3] and from Mars Reconnaisssance’s High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRISE) [23] have been used. CTX images have been used in [15,18] and HiRISE images have been
used in [12–17,19,21]. Besides the used instruments two groups of approaches emerge. The first group
focusses on classifying some specific Martian landforms, such as dunes [10,11], rootless cones [15],
transverse aeolian ridges [13,15], dark slope streaks [14], or jet deposits [21]. The second group does
not focus on a single landform, but rather on a set of different landforms. In [17] six classes—crater,
bright dune, dark dune, other, and edge—are used. The last two classes do not have a geological
meaning but rather describe an arbitrary other class and the no-data parts framing a CTX image. In [19]
this dataset has been modified by removing the edge class and by adding the classes: slope streaks,
spiders, and Swiss cheese terrain. Notably, both datasets are shared online with the research community.
The work presented in [18] used CTX images and contains six different classes mainly found in the
south polar regions of Mars. The classes are: spiders, baby spiders, channel network, swiss cheese
terrain, craters, and other.

The most similar approach to ours is the work presented in [20]. Their goal is to automatically
map a HiRISE image into a set of geologic classes. The classes are divided into four thematic
groups—bedrock, non-bedrock, aeolian materials, and boulder fields—and are chosen to reflect
the traversability of the Martian surface in the context of rover missions. Each of the thematic groups
consists of one to six individual classes. Rover traversability was also studied in [16]. They build on
17 terrain classes, which have been described in [12]. The work presented in [12] is one of the earliest
works which adapts the advances in computer vision to the automatic analysis of orbital images.

The studies presented in Table 1 often contain impact landforms, such as craters, as a class. In fact,
crater detection is itself a very active field of planetary research. It is commonly applied to estimate the
age of geological units from orbital images. In this work crater detection algorithms are excluded from
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the comparison (cf. Table 1), because it is beyond the scope of this article to give a thorough overview
of this active area of research. A recent survey of crater detection algorithms is presented in [24].

Not necessarily all approaches present a map as final result, but rather classify patches or
small windows only. While the earliest and mostly unsupervised approaches [4,7,8,25] operated
on pixel-level or superpixel-level, the remaining works [10,11,14,15,17–19] operated on box-level
annotations (cf. Table 1). Figure 1 collates different levels of supervision in the light of Martian surface
analysis. In the case of box annotations a whole box receives the same label and not the individual
pixels within the box. Thus, directly operating on pixel-level is favourable for creating the most
accurate maps.

Deep segmentation networks, such as U-Net [26] or SegNet [27], are used for pixel-level
segmentation. However, these networks have a desire for large amounts of training data [28] to
learn the complex relations between image data and semantically meaningful classes. Furthermore,
they require pixel-level annotations as training data. Not one of the aforementioned datasets offers
pixel-level annotations, describes a variety of landforms, and is shared publicly with the research
community. Thus, we could either create a pixel-level dataset or search for different approaches which
do not require pixel-level annotations but also yield a map as a final result. Creating a pixel-level
dataset is error prone if not performed throughly by a domain expert. It is thus very time-consuming
and costly (cf. [1]).

The machine learning literature offers an alternative: weak supervision. With the help of this
concept it is possible to bypass the need for pixel-level labels to recieve pixel-level predictions.
The previously mentioned box-level annotations are one specific type of weak supervision if the
box-level annotations are used to create pixel-level class predictions. An overview of weakly supervised
image segmentation is presented in [28]. A recent overview of deep learning approaches in remote
sensing in general are presented in [29]. Further details of our weakly supervised mapping framework
are presented in Section 3.3.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. Box-level and pixel level annotations of an image are compared. The image shows a ridge-like
landform with dark slope streaks at its slopes surrounded by a smoothly textured plain. For training
an algorithm to automatically detect the landforms both types of annotations can be used. Pixel-level
annotations are preferable but require more effort when creating a dataset. In this work we are
interested in deriving pixel-level predictions (right) from box-level annotations (middle). This approach
is also known as weak supervision in computer vision. (a) Image. (b) Box-level annotation.
(c) Pixel-level annotation.

3. Materials and Methods

In this work we choose to analyse image data from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
Context camera because it has a high spatial resolution, which allows us to study a multitude of
geomorphological questions. Additionally, the coverage of the Martian surface is almost global
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and it provides a nice complement to the HiRISE datasets found in the literature [14,15,17,19,21].
The presented dataset will be the largest and most diverse dataset of landforms on the Martian surface
built on CTX images. The section is structured as follows. Section 3.1 gives a general outline of the
landforms which will be used to classify the Martian surface, Section 3.2 describes the created dataset
thoroughly, Section 3.3 explains how geomorphologic maps can be computed automatically in a weakly
supervised fashion with the help of the created dataset, and Section 3.4 describes the implementation
details necessary to reproduce the results presented in this work. The code for reproducing the results
and a link to the dataset are available in the supplementary materials.

3.1. Landforms

To build our weakly supervised geomorphologic mapping algorithm, we need to define a dataset
from which an automated system can learn the relationship between the observed CTX images
and the landforms present in the images. As a first step, appropriate classes need to be defined.
We divide the set of common Martian landforms into five thematic groups: “Aeolian Bedforms”,
“Topographic Landforms”, “Slope Feature Landforms”, “Impact Landforms”, and “Basic Terrain
Landforms”. Each group consists of at least two and at most four classes. The groups were chosen to
primarily suit the science goals described in [3] and the description of landforms on Mars given in [30].
Additionally, the “Basic Terrain Landforms” group is introduced to allow for a description of a broad
range of landforms on the Martian surface at least in a basic sense. This is a notable difference to prior
work (cf. Section 2) which only focussed on detecting some prominent landforms. An overview of the
thematic groups and their respective classes are given in Table 2.

The classes and the thematic groups are build to be extendable. For instance, the “Aeolian
Bedforms” (see Section 3.1.1) are currently divided into two classes depending on their visual
appearance. If researchers are more interested in describing different types of dunes with more
detail, as for instance done in [31] or [11], the classes defined in this work can be used as a basis for
an extension of the class hierarchy. For instance, the “Aeolian Curved” class can be divided into its
containing dune types: barchan, barchanoid, star, and dome. For each of these new and more granular
classes image and label pairs need to be added to the original dataset. However, the existing classes can
still be used to build a map of the analysed region. Similarly, other thematic groups can be extended
depending on the desired mapping results.

Besides their geological origins the classes have been chosen to match the scale of the window size.
In general, the detectable landforms depend on the scale on the surface and the scale of the window size.
If a small window size is used, craters which are far larger than the window size cannot be detected
anymore. However, if the window size is too large, fine slope features, which are of high interest [3],
cannot be detected any longer. Consequently, the window size of 200 px× 200 px or 1.2 km× 1.2 km
equivalently is a design choice which had to be made. It is a trade-off between annotation effort and
the granularity of the final mapping. In general, different scales can be incorporated into the training
set, although it requires specialised neural network architectures. One approach is presented in the
context of Martian surface analysis in [15]. In this work we refrain from implementing multiple scales,
because it creates a significant additional labelling effort and has a minor impact on the reachable
classification accuracy [15]. In the following sections the five thematic groups and their classes will
be described in more detail. If applicable the geological processes governing the formation of the
landforms are also discussed.
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Table 2. Overview of the used landforms and classes.

Thematic Group
Class Abbreviation Colour Samples # Samples

Aeolian Bedforms

Aeolian Curved aec 1058

Aeolian Straight ael 1016

Topographic Landforms

Cliff cli 1000

Ridge rid 1018

Channel fsf 1172

Mounds sfe 1005

Slope Feature Landforms

Gullies fsg 1002

Slope Streaks fse 1074

Mass Wasting fss 1073

Impact Landforms

Crater cra 1164

Crater Field sfx 1342

Basic Terrain Landforms

Mixed Terrain mix 1014

Rough Terrain rou 1007

Smooth Terrain smo 1159

Textured Terrain tex 1046

Total 16,150
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3.1.1. Aeolian Bedforms

Wind is one agent of landform modification on the Martian surface [30]. The most distinctive
examples are dunes. In general, dunes on Mars are divided into complex and simple shapes [30],
which follows the terminology for dunes on Earth defined in [32]. While simple dunes are formed
by a single wind direction, complex shapes are formed by wind from different directions. However,
some simple types, such as Barchan dunes, are formed by a single wind direction but have a rather
complex appearance. Likewise some complex types, such as linear dunes, which appear linear in
shape are actually formed by opposing wind directions. An extensive overview of different dune types
on Mars and their distribution is presented in [31].

For an algorithmic approach it is challenging to deduce complex information, such as the wind
direction, from isolated patches without context. Therefore, we employ a dune classification which
is based on the visual appearance of a dune or dune field instead of using the established dune
classification scheme by [32]. We divide the set of dunes based on their appearance into a linear case
termed “Aeolian Straight” and a non-linear case termed “Aeolian Curved”. The former includes aeolian
bedforms which form a linear pattern, such as linear dunes or some transverse dunes. Additionally,
transverse aeolian ridges and mega-ripples, which are morphologically similar to dunes, are also
included in this class if they form linear patterns. The “Aeolian Curved” class includes barchan,
barchanoid, star, and dome dunes. Furthermore, transverse dunes, which form a non-linear pattern,
are also included in this class. These dune types have more diverse and curved shapes than the dunes
in the “Aeolian Straight” class. Examples of both classes are presented in Table 2.

3.1.2. Topographic Landforms

Other landforms on Mars have been formed by water, ice, or erosion and are summarised in the
topographic unit which includes the classes “Cliff”, “Ridge”, and “Channel”. Cliffs and ridges occur,
among others, in large canyons such as the Valles Marineris (13.9◦N, 59.2◦W). Due to the fixed scale
of the chosen window size, the rims of craters with diameters far greater than the window size also
belong to one of the two aforementioned classes, because partial views of the crater rim look such as
cliffs or ridges if viewed in isolation. Depending on the slopes at the crater rim they are either assigned
to “Cliff” or “Ridge”.

Outflow channels and valleys are typical landforms which have been formed by water [30].
While some channel-like parts of valley networks fit at least partially into the window size, especially
outflow channels are typically larger in their entirety. However, the distinctive layered or streamlined
structure present in outflow channels can be recognised without the context provided by the
surroundings. The “Channel” class is thus composed of individual flow channels and streamlined parts.
Often, dunes are present in individual flow channels [30]. If the dune field at the valley floor is smaller
than the window size and the channel-like structure is the dominant feature, the windows are treated
as part of the “Channel” class. Otherwise, the dune field is assigned to one of the “Aeolian Bedforms”.

Additionally, small elevated structures, which are round, isolated, have diameters less than 1 km,
and commonly appear in groups, are summarised in the “Mounds” class. Mounds may have been
created by a variety of geological processes. The “Mounds” class includes, among others, rootless cones
(see e.g., [33]) which have a volcanic origin [34]. Samples of all classes are presented in Table 2.

3.1.3. Slope Feature Landforms

On the Martian surface some features only occur at steep slopes of craters and valleys. In this
work, we distinguish “Slope Streaks”, “Gullies” , and “Mass Wasting”. Gullies are mainly found
in mid- and high latitudes on both hemispheres [35]. They are several meters wide, around 100 m
long [30], and usually consist of three parts: an alcove at the top, an apron at the bottom, and a channel
connecting both [36]. As observed in [35] the alcove, the apron, or both may be missing occasionally.
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Dark slope streaks are similar in size and commonly occur in equatorial latitudes [37]. They are
elongated avalanche-like features which have a lower albedo than their surroundings. Fresh slope
streaks are dark, become lighter, and eventually merge with the background. The physical process
which steers the formation of both gullies and dark slope streaks remains unresolved [35,37].

Mass wasting is another process which creates commonly observed slope feature. The “Mass
Wasting” class consists of image parts where deposits are revealed through loose material sliding
down the slope of the surface. The trace of the slipping is visible and it is comparable to slope streaks
but lacks the characteristic fan-like structure and strong albedo change. Mature slope streaks with a
barely recognisable change in albedo are thus assigned to the “Mass Wasting” class. Examples are
presented in Table 2.

3.1.4. Impact Landforms

Craters are an abundant feature on the Martian surface, as on nearly all solid planetary bodies
which which have not undergone excessive resurfacing or exhibit active plate tectonics, such as
Earth [30]. Depending on the diameter of the crater different forms are distinguished. Complex craters
have diameters above 5 to 8 km, and simple craters typically have diameters below 5 km [30]. Due to
the fixed window size of 1.2 km× 1.2 km, complex craters are not directly considered to be a separate
class, because only partial views of a complex crater fit into the window size. However, the rims of
craters with diameters above 1.2 km are assigned either to “Cliff” or “Ridge” depending on the slope
shape at the crater rim. Often, dune fields are found at the crater floor and many of the slope features
described in the previous section can be found at the crater walls. Therefore large complex craters are
modelled in their entirety by multiple classes.

Craters with diameters less than the window size are classified into a “Crater” and a “Crater
Field” class. The former hosts one dominant crater and the latter is used when multiple smaller craters
are found within the window. Please note that the radius and the centre of the crater are not part
of the annotation. The image-level labels are used as a complementary class to distinguish between
different landforms, rather than estimating the properties of a crater. Examples of the impact classes
are presented in Table 2.

3.1.5. Basic Terrain Landforms

The major goal of this work is to provide a diverse dataset which covers a broad variety of
potentially occurring landforms. So far, four thematic groups have been introduced which describe
distinctive features on the surface. However, great parts of Mars are covered by bedrock, dust,
or both and do not match any of the aforementioned classes. Instead of defining one “Other” class as,
for instance, in [17] or one “Negative” class as, for instance, in [15], we introduce a set of four basic
terrain landforms. The classes are termed “Smooth Terrain”, “Textured Terrain”, “Rough Terrain”,
and “Mixed Terrain”. These four classes represent the basic texture of a landform.

The “Smooth Terrain” class is used for all kinds of smooth surfaces on Mars. It is described
in [38] as plain surfaces which are potentially young due to their lack of impact craters. The geological
processes creating a smooth surface are, according to [38], lava flows [39], sand [40], or aeolian
erosion [41]. Additionally, strong winds and dust storms are observed on Mars [30] which also result
in a temporarily smoothed view of the landforms. The “Smooth Terrain” class thus covers all images
where bedrock is covered by dust, sand, or other non bedrock materials and no structure is visible.
This class comes in various albedos depending on the reflectance properties of the smooth materials.

The opposite of the “Smooth Terrain” class” is the “Rough Terrain” class. It consists of images with
sharp patterns induced by steep changes in local slopes. They are numerous in form, spatial frequency,
and shape.
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Besides the extremes of rough and smooth texture, two mixture classes are defined: “Textured
Terrain” and “Mixed Terrain”. The “Mixed Terrain” class contains images with a mixture of smooth
and rough terrain. For instance, when bedrock is partially obliqued by dust or smooth and rough
bedrock alternate. This class is also important at boundary regions between smooth and textured
terrains. It also includes hummocky terrain commonly observed on crater floors or on crater ejecta [42].

The “Textured Terrain” class is used when parts of the bedrock are covered by loose material but
the underlying bedrock structure is not completely buried and remains partially visible. This commonly
happens in slight dust storms or on slopes where not enough material is present to fully cover the
bedrock structure. The “Textured Terrain” class also comes in various forms and shapes. Examples of
all classes are presented in Table 2.

3.2. DoMars16k

The dataset presented in this work, which is named DoMars16k, has been created by four human
annotators by manually cropping small cutouts containing the described classes from CTX images.
In total 163 CTX images contributed with at least three and at most 1247 patches to the creation of the
dataset. The final dataset consists of 16,150 samples, which are randomly subdivided into a training,
validation, and test set. The training set consists of seventy percent, the validation set of twenty percent,
and the test set of ten percent of all samples. The sets are mutually exclusive. The CTX images which
have been used to create the dataset have not been selected for specific reasons except for containing
the relevant Martian landforms. Other CTX images could have been selected in their stead. Therefore,
the dataset can be extended easily in the future.

Each sample has a window size of 200 px× 200 px or 1.2 km× 1.2 km equivalently. The window
size serves as a trade-off between the landforms present in the window, the annotation effort, and the
achievable mapping resolution. The last aspect will be explained in further detail in Section 3.3. In total
the 16,150 collected samples cover an area of

16,150×
(

200 px× 6
m
px

)2
= 23,256 km2, (1)

assuming a constant resolution of 6 m/px [3]. In comparison to the total Martian surface this
amounts to a labelled area of 0.0002 %. Or alternatively, we use landforms from 0.001 % of the 113,763
CTX images archived on the Planetary Data System (PDS), which are currently searchable with the Mars
Image Explorer (http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/viewer/ctx, Retrieved: 4 December 2020).While these
amounts appear small on a first glimpse, the results of our weakly supervised approach presented in
Section 4 are already promising.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the CTX images’ locations on the Martian surface, which were
used to create the dataset. Please note that not all of the thirty quadrangles were used to sample a CTX
image when the dataset was created. These regions are thus especially well suited to study how well
an automated system trained on the dataset is able to generalise to unseen data. For instance, the Jezero
crater—the landing site of the Mars2020 Perseverance rover—lies in the Syrtis Major quadrangle,
which is not covered by training samples. We use the region around the landing site to automatically
analyse the geomorphology with our proposed approach to study how well the trained system
generalises to unseen data. See Section 4.3.1 for further details. The list of all CTX images which were
used to create DoMars16k are listed in Appendix B.

3.3. Automated Map Generation

After introducing the dataset, we present our automated mapping framework. It consists of three
steps which are explained in the following sections:

1. Training neural networks (Section 3.3.1),
2. Applying a window classifier (Section 3.3.2),

http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/viewer/ctx
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3. Smoothing with Markov random fields (Section 3.3.3).Remote Sens. 2020, 00, 5 9 of ??

120◦W 60◦W 0◦ 60◦E 120◦E

60◦S

30◦S

0◦

30◦N

60◦N

Figure 2. Global mosaic of the Martian surface (925 m/px, Robinson projection, planetocentric, adapted
from [? ]). The white stars mark the centre latitudes and longitudes of the 163 CTX images used to create
the DoMars16k dataset. The green and the cyan star mark the prospective ExoMars and Mars2020
landing sites, respectively.

3.2. DoMars16k

The dataset presented in this work, which is named DoMars16k, has been created by four human
annotators by manually cropping small cutouts containing the described classes from CTX images. In
total 163 CTX images contributed with at least three and at most 1247 patches to the creation of the
dataset. The final dataset consists of 16 150 samples, which are randomly subdivided into a training,
validation, and test set. The training set consists of seventy percent, the validation set of twenty percent,
and the test set of ten percent of all samples. The sets are mutually exclusive. The CTX images which
have been used to create the dataset have not been selected for specific reasons except for containing
the relevant Martian landforms. Other CTX images could have been selected in their stead. Therefore,
the dataset can be extended easily in the future.

Each sample has a window size of 200 px× 200 px or 1.2 km× 1.2 km equivalently. The window
size serves as a trade-off between the landforms present in the window, the annotation effort, and the
achievable mapping resolution. The last aspect will be explained in further detail in ??. In total the
16 150 collected samples cover an area of

16 150×
(

200 px× 6
m
px

)2
= 23 256 km2, (1)

assuming a constant resolution of 6 m/px [? ]. In comparison to the total Martian surface this
amounts to a labelled area of 0.0002 %. Or alternatively, we use landforms from 0.001 % of the 113 763
CTX images archived on the Planetary Data System (PDS), which are currently searchable with the
Mars Image Explorer4. While these amounts appear small on a first glimpse, the results of our weakly
supervised approach presented in ?? are already promising.

?? provides an overview of the CTX images’ locations on the Martian surface, which were used to
create the dataset. Note that not all of the thirty quadrangles were used to sample a CTX image when
the dataset was created. These regions are thus especially well suited to study how well an automated
system trained on the dataset is able to generalise to unseen data. For instance, the Jezero crater—the
landing site of the Mars2020 Perseverance rover—lies in the Syrtis Major quadrangle, which is not

4 http://viewer.mars.asu.edu/viewer/ctx, Retrieved: December 2, 2020.

Figure 2. Global mosaic of the Martian surface (925 m/px, Robinson projection, planetocentric,
adapted from [43]). The white stars mark the centre latitudes and longitudes of the 163 CTX images
used to create the DoMars16k dataset. The green and the cyan star mark the prospective ExoMars and
Mars2020 landing sites, respectively.

3.3.1. Neural Networks

Neural networks underwent a renaissance roughly ten years ago and are now regarded as the
state of the art for classifying large amounts of image data (see, e.g., [29]). The acquisition of CTX
images began in 2006 and continues today, but this dataset has not received the same attention from
the computer vision community compared to other, commercially more exploitable databases, such as
ImageNet [44]. This lack of attention can partially be attributed to the lack of publicly available datasets
of annotated Martian landforms. The dataset described in the previous section fills this gap.

Figure 3 depicts an illustration of a typical deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
architecture—a VGG-16 [45]. A CNN is composed of different layers, where different layers serve
different purposes. CNNs for image classification usually consist of a feature extraction part and a
classifier part. In the feature extraction part (green) each layer, such as for instance “conv1”, consists of
three different operations: filter blocks (light green), non-linearities (medium green), and a pooling
operation (dark green). Each layer may contain multiple filter blocks (here up to three) and each filter
block consists of multiple filters (here up to 512). A filter is represented by a matrix and the entries
of those matrices are also known as filter weights or simply weights. By convolving the input image
with the filters of the different layers and applying the non-linearities and pooling operations, a novel
representation of the image is computed at the end of the feature extraction part. The result of these
operations is a vector which is also termed an embedding of the image data, because the image is
transformed from the space of all images to a lower dimensional representation. This embedding is
then fed to a fully connected neural network—the classifier (blue)—for class determination. Here,
the classifier consists of three fully connected layers (“fc6”,“fc7”, “fc8”) where each fully connected layer
has a fixed number of trainable weights which are again followed by non-linearities. After computing
the output of the last layer (“fc8”), a softmax is applied and the output is transformed to a probability
simplex, such that the outputs can be interpreted as probabilities. The final class assignment is then
achieved by assigning the image to the class with the highest probability. Formally, the softmax
(see Equation (2)) transforms the output of “fc8” z = (z1, · · · , zK), with K as the number of classes,
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onto a probability simplex where the individual entries are from the interval (0, 1) and additionally
add to one.

p(ki) =
exp

(
zj
)

∑K
k=1 exp (zc)

(2)

The set of all trainable weights of the feature extraction part and the classifier part are termed the
parameters of the network. Adapting the parameters of the neural network is also known as learning
and is achieved by minimising a cost function. The cost function used in this work is presented in
Section 3.4. Additional details about CNNs in general can, among others, be found in [46] and in the
context of remote sensing in [29,47]

6464 22
4

conv1

128 128 11
2

conv2

256 256 256 56

conv3

512 512 512 28

conv4

512 512 512 14

conv5

1 40
96

fc6

1 40
96

fc7

1

fc8+softmax

K

Figure 3. Illustration of a typical neural network architecture. A VGG-16 [45] is depicted. Each neural
network used in this work has a related structure. The network consists of two parts: (green) a feature
extraction part; (blue) a classifier part. The flow of the signal through the network is indicated by
arrows. At the end of the neural network the softmax operation (dark blue) maps the output of the last
layer to a probability simplex spanned by the K different classes of a dataset. From this representation
the most probable class is derived by taking the maximum value. See text for additional details.

We want to examine how well Martian surface analysis profits from the advances in deep learning.
Therefore, we use the following widely used CNN architectures as image classifiers: AlexNet [48],
VGG [45], ResNet [49], and DenseNet [50]. They have been chosen to reflect the progress in deep
learning in recent years. The specific networks mainly differ in design choices such as the number,
type and arrangement of layers, and how a signal flows through the network. These differences have
been well explained in [29] for a remote sensing audience.

In this work we discuss three different approaches for training a deep neural network on our new
dataset DoMars16k. The standard approach for training a neural network from scratch is compared
to two approaches which are more beneficial if the number of training samples is limited—transfer
learning and pre-training. To train a neural network from scratch, the parameters of a neural network
are initialised randomly and then updated during training. After training, the network will be
maximally adapted to the training dataset, eventually leading to an over adaptation in the case of
smaller datasets.

Transfer learning is an alternative approach, which has successfully been applied to many remote
sensing problems on Earth such as [51,52]. The main motivation behind transfer learning is to prevent
the CNN from over adapting itself to the limited number of training samples. Hence, a neural network
is trained on another potentially very large dataset first. Often, ImageNet [44] is chosen. It consists of
roughly 1,500,000 images divided into 1000 classes, such as “Ladybug” or “Foreland”. In the following,
we will refer to this type of images as the domain of natural images. Images in this domain depict
objects and scenes observed on Earth from an everyday perspective. The domain of orbital Martian
surfaces images, which was used to create DoMars16k, is fundamentally different, most obvious
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through the change from a frontal view in the natural domain to a top-down perspective in the
orbital domain.

If a network is trained on a large volume of image data such as ImageNet, it is supposed to
be well adapted to a variety of images and has eventually established general purpose features in
the feature extraction part. In the second step of transfer learning, the feature extraction layers of
the neural networks are frozen and only the classifier part, which assigns the labels to the samples,
is re-trained, with the dataset of interest. In our scenario, we train a CNN with the help of ImageNet
first and then re-train the classifier part of the CNN on the Martian landforms contained in DoMars16k
while keeping the feature extraction part as is. The trained network is thus adapted to the new dataset
with limited training effort. Transfer learning can be seen as a low-cost way to adapt the domain of
natural images to the domain of interest and is often used when a large training set is not available or
costly to come by. In this scenario the parameter-rich neural networks are less likely to overfit on the
limited training data and, therefore, tend to generalise better. Further details about transfer learning in
general are presented in [53]. In the context of Martian surface analysis, transfer learning has been
successfully applied for change detection in [54] and for surface classification in [17].

When using pre-training, the network is also trained on a different dataset first, and instead
of fixing the feature extraction part, all layers will be updated during training. Transfer-learning
is thus faster than pre-training alone, because only a subset of the large number of parameters has
to be updated, which can prevent overfitting as there are fewer parameters to adapt. However,
the embedding computed from the images is fixed and does not adapt itself to the domain of the target
images. Transfer learning thus works very well if the pre-training domain and the target domain
highly overlap. In the context of remote sensing this is not the case and it is difficult to justify in general
why transfer learning works when pre-training on ImageNet. In Section 5 we discuss this aspect in
more detail based on our results in Section 4.

3.3.2. Window Classifier

When creating a map from box level annotations, a weakly supervised approach is necessary
(see Section 2). In this work we reinterpret the sliding window as a weakly supervised segmentation
approach. The window classifier is a decade old technique which is used, among others, in the
“classical” computer vision pipeline for object or face detection [55]. Using a window classifier for
weakly supervised segmentation has already been studied in [56] in the context of cloud detection or
in [20] in the context of Martian surface traversability (see Section 2).

In general, the classifier—a neural network in our case—does not provide a pixel-level prediction
from the input window, but only one prediction for the whole window. This limitation is a result of the
training data which just provides one annotation fot the whole window as well. However, by sliding
a window over a CTX image the landforms can be localised again and a map can be constructed.
The limitation of the window classifier is the window size itself which smoothes the boundary between
neighbouring classes, even if the classification is perfect. Figure 4 illustrates this issue. The pixel-level
annotation features sharp edges. While this might not be the most common region boundary for
landforms, we use this extreme case to illustrate the issue where it is most severe. After classifying
the corresponding image with the help of the sliding window approach a smoothing effect at the
boundaries is observed. A window always sees several pixels at once when making a decision, in our
scenario 200 px× 200 px. Windows which contain more than one class, for instance at class boundaries,
are then the cause of the issue. Ideally, the classifier always chooses the class with the largest support in
a window. However, in practice this is seldom the case and noisy classifications around region borders
are observed. In this work we try to improve this behaviour by filtering the predictions accordingly.
See Section 3.3.3 for additional details on the filtering. Additionally, a window classifier creates a large
computational overhead because every pixel is seen multiple times.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. A pixel-level annotation and the resulting segmentation of a sliding window are compared.
A two-class problem is depicted, where white and grey represent a class. The sliding window technique
is not able to recover the sharp features of the pixel-level annotation. A smoothing effect is observed.
See text for additional details. (a) Pixel-level annotation. (b) Sliding window.

When sliding the window classifier over the image, every pixel of the analysed region—a CTX
image for instance—receives a prediction. However, not all windows contain a distinctive feature,
such as a crater. Therefore, it is crucial to have the basic terrain classes defined in Section 3.1.5 as classes
in order to ensure a meaningful mapping. Otherwise, windows might be assigned to any of the other
classes irrespective of how well the embedding of the window matches the distribution of the classes.
The reason for this behaviour is the softmax function (see Equation (2)). Due to the overconfidence
commonly observed in deep neural networks [57] almost always one class alone will have a high
membership probability leading to uncalibrated estimates of the class memberships. Further details
are presented in Section 4.

3.3.3. Markov Random Fields

Noisy results can be smoothed to appear more homogenous and thus look more like the mapping
a human would create. In this work we use Markov random fields (MRFs) to smooth the outlier
corrupted mapping of the sliding window classifier. The window classifier only uses the information
contained in a small part of an image for class determination. Therefore small variations in the
content of a window can have large impacts on the classification, if the network is overconfident in
its prediction, which in turn can lead to outliers in otherwise homogeneous regions. Especially at
borders between two different landforms, uncertain classifications lead to this effect. Incidentally,
human maps share the same ambiguity when transitioning from one unit to another [2]. While human
mappers can base their decision where to draw a unit boundary on their experience and interpretation
of the area, the machine makes an isolated decision based on the information available in the current
window. In order to reduce outliers and uncertain classification at class borders we employ MRFs as a
model for the surroundings of a window. The window size is thus increased artificially in hindsight by
smoothing the results.

The MRFs used in this work have two parameters: a neighbourhood correlation γ ∈ [0, 1] and a
neighbourhood size w ∈ N+. The neighbourhood parameters γ and w steer how strong the relation
between individual pixels and their surroundings are supposed to be. Hence, they control the strength
of the smoothing. An MRF is estimated in an iterative fashion. Therefore, the number of iterations
r ∈ N+ is an additional parameter, which has to be set in practice. In this work we use a hard
convergence criterion and stop the computation after a fixed number of iterations. Additional details
are presented in Appendix A. Results before and after filtering are presented in Section 4.

3.4. Software and Experiment Parameters

Training the neural networks was conducted using the Python programming language
(Version 3.8.5), PyTorch 1.6 [58], and Numpy 1.19.1 [59]. Processing the georeferenced CTX images was
done with the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) [60] and scikit-image [61]. Numba 0.5 [62]
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was used for accelerating the MRF computation. Neural network training and inference was accelerated
by an NVIDIA RTX 6000 graphics card.

For all analysed network architectures a batch size of 64 was chosen during training. The cross
entropy loss was used as a loss function. It is given for N samples with C classes as (see,
among others, [63]):

CE(y, ŷ) = −
N

∑
i=1

yi log ŷi, (3)

with yi = (yi,1, · · · , yi,C) as a one-hot-encoding of the ground truth class for the i-th sample, and the
vector of predictions ŷi = (ŷi,1, · · · , ŷi,C) for the i-th sample.

The networks were trained for 30 epochs with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) in the case of
pre-training and transfer learning and with Adam [64] in the case of training from scratch. The learning
rates were chosen as 0.01 and 0.0001, respectively. In the case of SGD a momentum of 0.9 was added.
The Markov random fields used a neighbourhood correlation of γ = 0.3, a neighbourhood size of
w = 11, and were estimated with r = 5 repetitions.

4. Results

This section describes the results of the method proposed in this work. First, different neural
network architectures are analysed with regard to their ability to learn the link between the CTX images
and the landforms with the help of our dataset. Second, we analyse the best performing model and
present results of the automated mapping approach, where parts of the map were seen by the neural
network during training. Last, based on the encouraging results, we apply our mapping framework to
analyse the geomorphology of the final landing site candidates of the ExoMars and Mars2020 rover
missions to showcase the capabilities. The landing sites pose the greatest challenge to the automated
mapping approach, because the trained neural network has never seen samples from those regions
during training (cf. Figure 2). It is the ultimate challenge to study the generalisation potential of
our approach.

4.1. Quantitative Accuracy Assessment

In Section 3.3.1 we discussed different approaches to train a deep neural network for image
recognition in the light of limited training data. The results of the analysis on our dataset comparing
the discussed approaches are presented in Table 3. We report the macro and micro averaged
F1-scores (see, for instance, Ref. [65]) as summary metrics. The higher the F1-score the better
the performance. The F1-score is defined as a combined measure of precision and recall. Following the
notation in [66], precision and recall are comprehensibly introduced through set notation. First, for a
binary classification problem and then for the multi-class case applicable in this work.

Table 3. F-measure computed on the test set. We provide micro and macro averaged F1-scores as
summary metrics. Best values in each scenario are marked in bold font. The overall best performance
is achieved by pre-training a DenseNet-161. See text for additional details.

AlexNet VGG-16 ResNet-18 ResNet-50 DenseNet-121 DenseNet-161

Pre-Training
F1-Macro Average 88.79 91.95 91.84 92.87 93.17 93.44
F1-Micro Average 89.16 92.32 92.07 93.12 93.43 93.62

Training from Scratch
F1-Macro Average 80.96 85.79 86.57 77.79 89.25 87.40
F1-Micro Average 81.18 86.07 86.93 78.33 89.41 87.62

Transfer Learning
F1-Macro Average 85.74 82.18 80.87 83.03 81.23 84.92
F1-Micro Average 85.82 82.60 81.30 82.82 81.67 85.20
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In a binary classification problem the set of all ground truth labels L can be divided into the set
of positives Pgt and the set of negatives Ngt, such that L is the union of Pgt and Ngt. Furthermore,
we have a corresponding set of predictions V, which contains the set of predicted positives Pc and
the set of predicted negatives Nc by the classifier we want to evaluate. The set of true positives TP is
then the intersection of Pc and Pgt. It describes the set of positive predictions which have also been
labelled as positive in the ground truth. The set of false positives FP is the intersection of Pc and Ngt

and contains those elements which are wrongly classified as positive. The set of false negatives FN is
the intersection of Nc and Pgt. It describes the set of negative predictions which are labeled as positive
in the ground truth. With these sets, precision and recall are defined as:

precision =
|TP|
|Pc|

, recall =
|TP|
|Pgt|

(4)

with | · | as the cardinality of a set, i.e., the number of elements in the set. Both measures are easily
fooled. For instance, a classifier could receive perfect precision by always predicting the positive class.
In order to balance precision and recall, the harmonic mean of the two is often used. It is known as
F-measure or simply F1 and is defined as:

F1 = 2
precision× recall
precision + recall

. (5)

In the case of multiple classes, precision and recall are averaged to compute a single metric.
There are two approaches possible which are known as macro average and micro average.
The macro average computes precision and recall of each class individually and then averages them.
Micro averaging computes the necessary sets (TP, Pc, Pgt) for all classes at once and then computes
precision and recall from them. Both strategies yield different results and depending on the number of
samples in every class, these measures can differ strongly. Our dataset DoMars16k does not suffer from
a severe class imbalance (cf. Table 2). As a result, the micro and macro averaged metrics barely differ
and yield the same ranking. However, for replicating our results we explicitly state which strategy
was used.

In general the examined architectures behave as expected (see Table 3) and similar rankings are
observed on other datasets, such as ImageNet [44]. A comparison on ImageNet is, among others,
presented in [29]. We can therefore conclude that the created dataset is well balanced and suitable to
assess the performance of an automated landform classification. The best performing approach
is a DenseNet-161 architecture which is trained with pre-training. Training the same network
architecture from scratch severely degrades the performance—a difference in seven percentage points.
Using transfer learning degrades the performance even further, yielding a difference of ten percentage
points compared to the pre-training approach.

The picture for the remaining architectures is similar with the exception of the AlexNet which
we will discuss later. All architectures perform best if they are pre-trained on ImageNet. Apparently,
having derived a useful representation of image data prior to learning the relation between landforms
and CTX images appears to be beneficial. Although images that depict natural and man-made objects
and scenes, as ImageNet does, appear to be very different from orbital images. We discuss potential
reasons in Section 5.

When training from scratch the parameter-rich neural networks, such as the ResNet-50, appear to
overfit quickly. The results of the pre-training scenario indicate that those networks can perform better
if trained differently. However, around 12,000 training images appear to be insufficient to robustly
train a network with good generalisation properties from scratch. The DenseNet-121 performs best
in this scenario. However, the performance is around four percentage points worse compared to the
pre-trained variant. Overall, training from scratch always degrades the performance, from architecture
to architecture even severely.
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Transfer learning is a common choice to make the best use of a limited amount of training data
(see Section 3.3.1). However, transfer learning provides the worst results in our scenario. Only AlexNet
benefits from this training strategy, but only in comparison to training from scratch. Thus, it appears
as if the relatively simple AlexNet architecture has the most general feature extraction. Recall that
the main difference between transfer learning and pre-training is how many parameters are updated
during training. Both approaches are initialised with weights from an architecture trained on ImageNet.
In our scenario, freezing the feature extraction part to prevent overfitting does more harm than good
and prevents the neural network from learning useful representations of the Martian surface data.
Albeit the computational overhead, pre-training is clearly the best approach in our scenario.

In order to study the results in more detail Table 4 summarises the metrics class-wise. It is
evident that all classes are well classified except “Textured Terrain”. Furthermore, “Cliff” and “Ridge”
are slightly worse than the remaining classes. The best performance is achieved for the “Aeolian
Bedforms”, the “Impact”, and the “Slope Feature Landforms” with near perfect F1-scores.

Table 4. F-measure computed on the test-set. We provide micro and macro averaged F1-scores as
summary metrics. Horizontal lines separate the thematic groups of the classes (see Table 2). Best values
are marked in bold font. Overall the DenseNet-161 performs best, although the difference to the
competing architectures is small.

Class AlexNet VGG-16 ResNet-18 ResNet-50 DenseNet-121 DenseNet-161

Aeolian Curved 96.15 99.53 98.59 99.05 99.06 98.58
Aeolian Straight 94.63 96.52 94.79 97.56 97.54 97.06

Cliff 85.57 88.00 89.66 88.32 89.90 91.46
Ridge 80.00 83.08 83.84 89.22 85.99 84.91

Channel 92.44 95.80 94.87 95.32 95.28 94.07
Mounds 92.61 96.00 94.63 96.00 96.94 96.97

Gullies 88.00 93.07 93.14 94.06 93.00 94.12
Slope Streaks 90.99 99.53 98.13 97.63 98.15 98.62
Mass Wasting 79.43 89.72 90.05 91.40 88.04 90.38

Crater 97.02 98.71 96.97 98.70 98.71 97.41
Crater Field 94.66 94.46 92.94 95.24 97.04 96.68

Mixed Terrain 86.64 90.64 90.10 90.38 91.43 92.61
Rough Terrain 92.23 91.08 92.82 92.45 94.23 95.57
Smooth Terrain 93.86 94.26 93.78 97.02 98.29 96.58

Textured Terrain 67.69 68.82 71.13 71.20 75.65 76.53

Macro Average 88.79 91.95 91.84 92.87 93.17 93.44
Micro Average 89.16 92.32 92.07 93.12 93.43 93.62

In order to analyse the reasons why some classes perform worse than the others we provide
a confusion matrix in Table 5. The confusion matrix depicts counts computed on the test-set and
shows how often the actual classes are predicted as one of the other classes. For instance, 102 images
are assigned to the “Aeolian Straight” class where 99 were correctly classified as “Aeolian Straight”,
one was wrongly classified as “Channel”, one was wrongly classified as “Rough Terrain”, and one was
wrongly classified as “Textured Terrain”. Ideally, all samples are correctly assigned and the confusion
matrix has only values different from zero on its diagonal. The confusion matrix allows us to study in
more detail which classes are hard to distinguish.
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Table 5. Confusion matrix of a DenseNet-161 pre-trained on ImageNet. The counts have been computed
from the test set. The largest confusions are between “Cliff” (cli) and “Ridge” (rid) and between the
“Basic Terrain Landforms” (mix, smo, rou, tex). The remaining classes are well classified.

Actual Class
Predicted Class

aec ael cli cra fse fsf fsg fss mix rid rou sfe sfx smo tex

aec 104 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
ael 0 99 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
cli 0 0 91 0 0 1 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
cra 0 0 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
fse 0 0 0 0 107 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
fsf 0 0 0 0 0 111 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
fsg 0 0 0 0 1 0 96 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
fss 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 94 0 6 0 0 0 0 2

mix 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 94 0 1 0 0 0 1
rid 0 0 7 0 1 0 1 2 1 90 0 0 0 0 0
rou 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 97 0 0 0 2
sfe 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 96 1 0 2
sfx 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 131 0 1

smo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 113 3
tex 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 6 4 3 2 3 5 75

From Table 5 it becomes evident that “Textured Terrain” is most often confused with the other
classes of the “Basic Terrain Landforms”. Recall, the “Basic Terrain Landforms” have been introduced
to allow for a description of a broad variety of possible landforms on the Martian Surface. Naturally,
the visual variability in this thematic group is the broadest and often no distinctive features may be
recognised. Furthermore, the transition between the basic terrain units is less specific than between for
instance “Crater” and “Gullies”. These classes have their own specific characteristics which are well
captured by the neural network and the “Basic Terrain Landforms” remain challenging. We discuss the
implications of this result in more detail in Section 5. Some confusion also appears between “Cliff” and
“Ridge”. During labelling this information can often be deduced from the context—the surroundings of
the patch—but this information is lacking when presenting the patch to the neural network in isolation.
The ambiguity between those classes is best resolved by incorporating depth data and provides an
interesting future work direction.

A final remark: through excessive hyper-parameter tuning better results may be possible and
the last bit of accuracy may be squeezed out of the data by using more advanced neural networks.
However, the observed differences remain small—around five percentage points between the best
(DenseNet-161) and the worst model (AlexNet)—and the advances may be solely attributed to a more
efficient use of a reduced number of network parameters.

4.2. Qualitative Accuracy Assessment

After successfully validating the performance of the trained network, we take a look at some
qualitative results. In Table 6 we present samples from the test set which were misclassified by the
best performing network—the DenseNet161 pre-trained on ImageNet. This makes the confusion
between the different landforms more tangible and provides a complementary view to the quantitative
assessment in the previous section. The table shows at most five misclassified samples per class and at
least the total number of misclassifications per class, which amounts to two in the case of “Crater” and
“Aeolian Curved”. The total number of misclassifications per class can be derived from the confusion
matrix (see Table 5) by summing the off-diagonal elements row-wise. Notably, no test set sample of
the “Slope Streaks” class is misclassified. Therefore, it does not appear here. Besides the misclassified
samples per class it is also depicted which class is chosen instead of the correct one. For instance,
the two misclassified “Crater” samples are mistaken for “Crater Field”, probably because the size of
the craters are rather small and this crater size is more often observed in the “Crater Field” class. In this
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cases the neural network failed to capture that a “Crater Field” consists of more than one crater. Other
misclassifications, such as the second example in the “Aeolian Curved” class, can be attributed to the
chosen window extents. As previously discussed in Section 4.1 the network views the samples in
isolation and is therefore not aware of the surroundings of a given window. However, this information
might have helped to correctly identify the given sample as an aeolian bedform. The ambiguity
between “Cliff” and “Ridge” is often also difficult to solve when the samples are observed without the
context of their surroundings.

Table 6. Overview of misclassified test set samples separated by classes. The table shows at most five
and at least the total number of misclassifications per class (cf. Table 5). The “Slope Streaks” class is not
shown here because all samples were correctly identified.

Class Misclassified Samples Misclassified As

Aeolian Curved cra rid

Aeolian Straight fsf rou tex

Cliff fsf rid rid rid rid

Ridge cli cli fsg mix fss

Channel fsg fsg rid tex tex

Mounds fse sfx tex tex

Gullies fse fss fss fss

Mass Wasting fsf fsg fsg rid tex

Crater sfx sfx

Crater Field cra mix tex
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Table 6. Cont.

Class Misclassified Samples Misclassified As

Mixed Terrain cli fsf fss rou tex

Rough Terrain ael ael tex tex

Smooth Terrain tex tex tex

Textured Terrain aec cra fsf rid smo

In Figure 5 a segment of the western Lycus Sulci region (24.6◦N, 141◦W) is depicted. Parts of this
region were used to create annotations for our dataset. The samples in this image are almost exclusively
from the class “Slope Streaks” and one sample belongs to the “Ridge” class. The samples of the training,
test, and validation set are shown in the context of their surroundings. The squares are colour-coded
with two alternating colours. One colour represents which set the samples belong to. The colours
olive, orange, and blue indicate if a sample is from the training, test, or validation set, respectively.
Additionally, the squares are also green which indicates that the best-performing network—the
DenseNet-161—classified this sample correctly. Notably, all samples of the dataset are correctly
classified regardless of the set they come from. Apparently, the network has successfully learned to
infer the correct landform for every considered window and generalises this knowledge very well to
unseen windows. Remote Sens. 2020, 00, 5 19 of 33
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Figure 5. Cutout of CTX image G14_023651_2056_XI_25N148W. Training, validation, and test set
samples are shown in olive, blue, and orange, respectively. Green boxes are correct classifications. Note
that not all occurrences of dark slope streaks were annotated to create the dataset. Therefore, some
dark slope streaks are not classified here. A geomorphic map of the whole area, which was created by
the proposed approach, is presented in Figure 6.

network—the DenseNet-161—classified this sample correctly. Notably, all samples of the dataset are
correctly classified regardless of the set they come from. Apparently, the network has successfully
learned to infer the correct landform for every considered window and generalises this knowledge
very well to unseen windows.

After successfully classifying the labelled training samples and the previously unseen test images
correctly, we now investigate how well the network performs in the remaining areas of this region.
Here we make use of our automated mapping approach (see Section 3.3). Recall that all other possible
windows in this region, except the ones shown in Figure 5, are not part of the dataset. The neural
network has thus never seen the remaining parts and has to infer a classification from the images of
the training set. If the network is well trained it can generalise well and we will observe reasonable
classifications across the whole area.

The result is presented in Figure 6. It shows the same region that was previously discussed in the
context of the training set. The studied region mainly consists of a smooth surface which is traversed
by mountain ridges. At the slopes of the ridges several dark slope streaks are visible. In the smooth
regions wind also created barely visible linear aeolian features. Occasionally, a few larger craters are

Figure 5. Cutout of CTX image G14_023651_2056_XI_25N148W. Training, validation, and test set
samples are shown in olive, blue, and orange, respectively. Green boxes are correct classifications.
Note that not all occurrences of dark slope streaks were annotated to create the dataset. Therefore,
some dark slope streaks are not classified here. A geomorphic map of the whole area, which was
created by the proposed approach, is presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. A segment of the western Lycus Sulci region (24.6◦N, 141.1◦W). Mountain ridges traverse
a mainly smooth plain. Dark slope streaks are visible on many slopes. Cutout of CTX image
G14_023651_2056_XI_25N148W (top left) and geomorphological map created by the proposed
framework overlain (top right). The bottom row depicts: (a) a well mapped ridge with dark slope
streaks; (b) a well mapped transition from a smooth plain to a ridge with occasional slope streaks at
the slopes; (c) an obvious error where a mound is confused with an aeolian bedform; (d) a ridge which
is misclassified as a cliff. Best viewed in full resolution.

After successfully classifying the labelled training samples and the previously unseen test images
correctly, we now investigate how well the network performs in the remaining areas of this region.
Here we make use of our automated mapping approach (see Section 3.3). Recall that all other possible
windows in this region, except the ones shown in Figure 5, are not part of the dataset. The neural
network has thus never seen the remaining parts and has to infer a classification from the images of
the training set. If the network is well trained it can generalise well and we will observe reasonable
classifications across the whole area.

The result is presented in Figure 6. It shows the same region that was previously discussed
in the context of the training set. The studied region mainly consists of a smooth surface which is
traversed by mountain ridges. At the slopes of the ridges several dark slope streaks are visible. In
the smooth regions wind also created barely visible linear aeolian features. Occasionally, a few larger
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craters are observed and two major crater fields emerge in the south and mid eastern parts of the
area. Notably, the network has never seen a crater field or smooth terrain from this specific region,
and still it is able to reasonably map the respective landforms in this region. Furthermore, it has only
seen twenty-four examples of “Slope Streaks” and one example of “Ridge” from this region. This are
only 25 of the 2600 × 3800 = 9,880,000 possible windows or around 0.0003% equivalently—only a tiny
fraction. In addition, our approach is able to generalise well to unseen data and is able to provide a
meaningful geomorphological map of the whole area.

Two well classified example regions are also depicted on a smaller scale in the bottom part of
Figure 6. The region shown in Figure 6a features a ridge surrounded by smooth terrain with occasional
aeolian features in the north. The majority of the ridge’s slopes show dark slope streaks. This is
well covered by our map. However, the boundary between the smooth plain and the ridge could
be improved. The region shown in Figure 6b is part of a larger ridge which is also surrounded by a
smooth plain. Here, the automated approach identified that the top of the ridge partly does not feature
dark slope streaks and thus assigned the “Ridge” class to those image parts. The surrounding smooth
plain is again well captured by the computed map. This time, the boundary seems to adhere more to
the topography of the area compared to the previous example.

Besides the occasional inaccurate boundaries, some more obvious misclassifications are present
in the generated map. For instance, areas with larger mounds that are too small to be recognised as
“Ridge” are mistakenly assigned to “Aeolian Curved” (cf. Figure 6c). Occasionally, ridges are assigned
to the “Cliff” class (cf. Figure 6d). This behaviour was also visible in the confusion matrix depicted in
Table 5 and probably depends on how the albedo changes in the window. Additionally, we observe a
smoothing effect at region boundaries. The causes for this behaviour were discussed in Section 3.3.2
and an illustration of the issues was presented in Figure 4. As a result, not all landforms are mapped in
their entirety. For instance, the mountain ridges traversing the smooth areas are not fully covered but
often replaced by the “Slope Streaks” class. Depending on which features are most prevalent for the
neural network, the most dominant classes are assigned to the windows (see also Figure 6b). However,
the overall picture matches the landforms reasonably well and several mountain ridges are very well
mapped by our automated approach. Furthermore, the results have been achieved by training on
box-level annotations only (cf. Figure 1). Nonetheless we are able to compute a pixel-level map in this
challenging scenario.

So far we have only shown the results after using the full mapping pipeline presented in Section 3.3,
which includes the MRF smoothing. To assess the influence of the smoothing, a small area has
been visualised before and after MRF filtering. The results are presented in Figure 7. Prior to the
filtering a noisy pattern is visible. The pattern reflects the uncertainty of the neural network in
boundary regions. The pattern has two causes. First, due to the lack of calibrated predictions—a deep
neural network tends to be overconfident—a salt-and-pepper-like noise emerges. Second, due to the
sliding window classifier, windows with a mixture of two classes are observed, especially at region
boundaries. This further strengthens the salt-and-pepper noise in those regions. In fact mixtures of
several landforms are not part of the dataset and are thus never observed during training. Nonetheless
the mappings are reasonable and capture the essence of the geological landforms present in the image.

After applying the filtering the map is smoothed as desired and, additionally, the structure of the
boundaries is retained. Through the filtering we do not observe an additional smoothing of the region
boundaries. Only the smoothing through the sliding window classifier itself. After filtering, the map
looks more like a human-created map. Actually, by applying the probabilistic Markov random field
filtering, we have incorporated a model for the context of a single window, similar to something a
human would do in case of uncertainty.
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Figure 7. Illustration of the Markov random field filtering. A segment of CTX image
G14_023651_2056_XI_25N148W (left), the map after the sliding window classifier (middle), and the
map after filtering (right) are compared. Through filtering the result the salt-and-pepper-like class
noise is removed and the region boundaries are preserved. Best viewed in full resolution.

4.3. Landing Site Analysis

Geomorphological maps are, among others, used in the process of landings site determination
and planning. In this section we provide maps for the Mars2020 landing site, the Jezero crater (18.38◦N,
77.58◦E), and the prospective ExoMars landing site, Oxia planum (18.28◦N, 335.37◦E). Both maps
have been generated by our automated approach with the same parameters as discussed in the
previous section. No additional training material or anything else adapted specifically to those two
regions was used. Our training set did not include any images of Jezero crater or Oxia Planum.
Analysing the geomorphology of those regions, is therefore the ultimate challenge for our automated
mapping approach.

4.3.1. Jezero Crater

Jezero crater has been selected as the landing site of the Perseverance rover of the Mars2020
mission (https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/mission/science/landing-site/). The centre of the landing
ellipse is located at 18.45◦N, 77.46◦E. Jezero crater itself is supposed to have hosted an ancient lake
connected by a channel system [67–70]. The most distinctive landform of the area is the delta at the
west-side of the crater (see Figure 8). Since the delta is too large to fit into a single window we would
expect our automated approach to find a reasonable decomposition of the delta into several classes of
the dataset. A reasonable representation would include craters, channels, and a basic terrain landform
describing the texture of the bedrock.

The result of the automated mapping is presented in Figure 8. The studied area consists mainly of
“Crater Field”, “Channel”, “Aeolian Straight”, a few “Ridges”, some larger “Crater”, and the “Basic
Terrain Landforms”. The eastern parts of the map mainly consist of a large crater field in the north and
of “Textured Terrain” and “Mixed Terrain” in the south. Especially, the channel, starting in the top
left corner and ending in the delta, has been well modelled by the automated approach. Additionally,
the large linear dune fields within the channel and south of the delta are well recovered. The abundant
craters are, once their size suits the window size, mapped as well. The remaining craters are assigned
to the “Crater Field” class.

A few obvious errors are made as well. For instance, this region does not feature gullies and
some wind streaks in the eastern parts are confused with “Aeolian Curved”. Although Jezero crater’s
dark-toned mafic floor is discussed to have a volcanic origin [71,72], which matches the predicted
“Mounds” class in the south-eastern parts, the suspected “Mounds” would be best attributed to the
“Rough Terrain” class. Large portions of Figure 8 are assigned to the basic terrain units. While this can
be interpreted as a good sign of the validity of the approach and the design of the classes, it shows
that there is a need for a more diverse distinction between different types and appearances of bedrock.
Another limitation of our approach is visible in the south west corner, where the used CTX image does
not contain image data. The neural network used in our automated mapping approach is unaware

https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/mission/science/landing-site/
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of such a case and thus simply assigns those pixels to the landform it thinks is most appropriate.
Here, “Ridge” is chosen, probably due to the light dark transition often observed on ridges where the
topology shades the area in a similar way.

In order to put the map created by the proposed approach in the perspective of maps created by
human experts, we can compare ourselves with the maps presented in [73] or [67]. We have chosen the
map by [67], because it is publicly available from their website (https://www.jsg.utexas.edu/goudge/
shared-data/) for research purposes. The comparison is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Area around the Jezero Crater landing site of the Mars2020 mission. Cutout of CTX image
D14_032794_1989_XN_18N282W (top) and geomorphological map (bottom) created by the proposed
framework. Best viewed in full resolution.

https://www.jsg.utexas.edu/goudge/shared-data/
https://www.jsg.utexas.edu/goudge/shared-data/
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Figure 9. Area around the Jezero Crater landing site of the Mars2020 mission. Geomorphic map by
Goudge et al. [67] (top) and geomorphic map created by the proposed framework (bottom) are shown.
Both maps are overlain with a cutout of CTX image D14_032794_1989_XN_18N282W. Best viewed in
full resolution.

The most striking difference between the maps is that our approach does not identify the
characteristic delta (“Western Fan Deposit” [67]) in its entirety. The automated approach rather
identified individual “Channel”-like structures and attributed the fan deposit as “Textured Terrain”.
From the neural network’s perspective this is a sensible classification, because the dataset does not
contain a “Deposit” class. This does not render the approach useless but rather requires further
processing by a human expert, either by introducing novel classes as suggested in Section 3.1 or by
reinterpreting existing classes and merging them accordingly. For instance, the “Valley Network
Floor” by [67] is reasonably well recovered by our approach when the corresponding “Channel” and
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“Aeolian Straight” classes are merged. Here, our approach actually provides additional information and
visualises where aeolian bedforms are visible on the valley network floor. The “Crater Rim and Wall
Material” segments of [67] are also decomposed into several classes by our approach. Jezero crater is far
larger than a CTX image captured at the lowest altitude. It does not even fit into the considered area or
let alone the considered window size of 1.2 km× 1.2 km. Therefore, the automated approach does not
stand a chance to recognise theses parts as a crater rim. As previously discussed in Section 3.3.2, the rim
is thus decomposed into several other classes which match the given scale. Here, mostly “Textured
Terrain” and “Ridge” are chosen. In Section 3.1.5 we have described “Textured Terrain” as bedrock
which is partly covered by loose material. Therefore, the assignment is sensible and matches the
look of the crater rim. In contrast to the map by [67] the boundary between “Crater Rim and Wall
Material” and “Mottled Terrain” in the northern part is missed and the mottled terrain is—like the
crater rim—mostly assigned to “Textured Terrain” by our approach. However, the boundary between
“Mottled Terrain” and “Eroded Mottled Terrain” by [67] in the south eastern part is also covered
by our automated approach although different classes are chosen. The large “Volcanic Floor Unit”
mapped by [67] is decomposed into “Crater”, “Crater Field”, and the “Basic Terrain Landforms” by
our approach. The northern part of the “Volcanic Floor Unit” features some craters which match our
chosen window size and are therefore mapped individually. The majority of the remaining smaller
craters are assigned to the “Crater Field” class. Notably, the “Light-Toned Floor Unit” by [67] is not
covered by our approach. Occasionally “Channel” has been chosen but this is a result of a comparable
surface gradient at the boundaries to other classes rather than the visual appearance of the class.
The greatest resemblance between both maps is the overlap of the “Surficial Debris Cover” class by [67]
and the regions which have been attributed to “Aeolian Straight” by our approach.

4.3.2. Oxia Planum

The other region we analyse with our automated mapping approach is Oxia Planum,
which is the selected landing site of the rover Rosalind Franklin of the ExoMars programme
(http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_and_Robotic_Exploration/Exploration/ExoMars/
Oxia_Planum_favoured_for_ExoMars_surface_mission). The region is most interesting for potentially
exhibiting bio-signatures created in the context of liquid water. The area is described as a clay-bearing
plain with a fluvio-lacustrine system in which several fluvial morphologies meet [74].

The map created by our automated mapping approach is presented in Figure 10. According to our
map the area contains mostly crater fields and a mixture of “Rough Terrain” and “Textured Terrain”.
The larger crater in the south-east is too big to fit into a single window and is thus decomposed into
several landforms, as with the delta in Jezero crater discussed in the previous section. The crater
rim is mapped as “Ridge” and the crater floor as “Aeolian Straight”. Both classes are correct and
the crater floor indeed features aeolian ripples, which form a linear pattern. The predicted gullies
at the slopes of the crater are debatable, but some sort of material has been sliding down the slope
which is correctly detected by the approach, although a suboptimal class was chosen. Additionally,
the remains of a channel were correctly identified at the northern parts of the crater rim. The channel
originating in the south-eastern corner of the image is also identified correctly. In its vicinity a large
dune field is also found. Again, the craters that match the window size are all found confidently and
the smaller craters are grouped into the “Crater Field” class. The two darker-toned basins in the north
and south-west are decomposed mainly into “Crater field” and one of the “Basic Terrain Landforms”.
The south-west basin is part of a degraded crater and has a slightly different geomorphology compared
to the northern basin according to our approach. While the latter is mostly a large crater field with
occasional dune-like patterns, the former is a rough textured terrain with a few larger craters and
smaller crater fields. The remaining light-toned parts are mostly attributed as “Textured Terrain”.
Our map can, among others, be compared to the works of [75,76], or [77].

http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_and_Robotic_Exploration/Exploration/ExoMars/Oxia_Planum_favoured_for_ExoMars_surface_mission
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_and_Robotic_Exploration/Exploration/ExoMars/Oxia_Planum_favoured_for_ExoMars_surface_mission
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Figure 10. Area around the Oxia Planum landing site candidate of the ExoMars programme. Cutout of
CTX image F13_040921_1983_XN_18N024W (left) and geomorphological map (right) created by the
proposed framework. Best viewed in full resolution.

In summary, the overall structure of this region is well covered by our approach. However, a map
which adheres more thoroughly to the obvious boundaries between the dark and light-toned areas
would be preferable. Therefore, this area would potentially benefit from a more diverse description of
different types of bedrock.

5. Discussion

In this work we showed that it is possible to provide an automated geomorphological analysis
of the Martian surface in a weakly supervised fashion. The mapping pipeline consists of three major
parts: training a classifier, combining it with a sliding window, and an optional filtering.

Using a pre-trained network as initialisation instead of random weights provides an increased
performance in our experiments (see Table 3). The difference is up to thirteen percentage points in
F-measure, which is a significant gap. This matches the outcomes described in the context of natural
scenes [78], medical image analysis [79], and Earth remote-sensing image scene classification [52].

We have also shown that a simple transfer learning protocol yields inferior results on our dataset.
The two image domains—natural scenes and orbital Martian surface images—appear to be too different
for transfer learning. In general, it could therefore be useful to not only consider transfer-learning or
fine-tuning as in [80] or [17], but also use a pre-training approach to improve the results. This might
serve as a valuable hint for future work in applying pre-trained networks to remotely sensed images.

The best performing network is used for the window classifier to automatically generate
geomorphic maps in a weakly supervised fashion. The approach has been shown to work well and is
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an important step in the right direction. The introduction of the “Basic Terrain Landforms” provides a
significant improvement over the related work [10,11,14,15,17,19], which often only focusses on a few
landforms and an arbitrary “Other” class. Furthermore, the “Basic Terrain Landforms” most closely
resemble the geological units that are traditionally distinguished in human-constructed geologic maps.
They are the most challenging classes to recognise and to distinguish in our experiments (see Tables 4
and 5). It is unresolved if the degradation in performance can solely be attributed to an insufficient
amount of training samples or if inferring geologic units is too difficult, as it requires the interpretation
and synthesis of multiple cues. However, the works by [12,16,20] have shown that a more granular
class representation of different types of bedrock is possible.

The introduced dataset—DoMars16k—contains fifteen different classes divided into five thematic
groups and is currently the most diverse dataset of Martian surface landforms built on CTX images.
We have chosen a weakly supervised approach for mapping, mainly in order to lessen the burden of
creating the annotations. Simply clicking to place an image window at an interesting landform is an
order of magnitude faster than outlining the extents of a single object [81]. At least in the context of
natural scenes. Creating maps is even more time consuming [1]. Our automated approach serves as a
complement to the largely manual mapping process, where the algorithm does a pre-processing of
the image data and the expert only has to refine the mapping and provide guidance and correction
where necessary. Once a neural network is trained with our dataset, it can be easily applied to any
CTX image of the Martian surface. As has been shown in the mapping of the landing sites, the results
are meaningful, the outcomes match the general properties of the area, and the network generalises
very well to previously unseen data.

In order to study the generalisation properties in more depth—at least visually—a comparison
of images captured under different lighting and atmospheric conditions are presented in Table 7.
Three samples of the dataset and the corresponding views from different CTX images are depicted.
The samples accompanying the image from the “Aeolian Curved” class show different lighting
conditions and levels of dust opacity. Only if the bedform is indistinguishable from a noisy pattern
the network is no longer able to recognise the landform as “Aeolian Curved”. Similarly, a human
expert would not be able to recognise this sample as an aeolian bedform either. The sample from
the “Aeolian Straight” class depicts a wind shaped surface where dust devil tracks dissect aeolian
bedforms. The samples under different conditions show varying levels of dust devil tracks ranging
from few and barely visible to many distinct tracks. In all cases the neural network is able to correctly
identify the samples as “Aeolian Straight”. It has thus learned to be robust against changes in albedo
created by dust devil tracks and instead focus on the distinctive linear patterns prevalent in all samples.
The dataset sample from the “Gullies” class is captured under bad conditions and severely degraded
by atmospheric disturbances. Nonetheless, the neural network correctly identifies all samples under
different conditions. While this qualitative study is only a first step towards a more thorough analysis,
it provides an interesting insight into the robustness of deep neural networks in the context of Martian
surface analyses. Analysing these properties in more depth is subject to future work.

The proposed method and the presented dataset offer the following advantages. First,
the presented dataset contains a broad range of common landforms on the Martian surface and
is currently the most diverse dataset regarding CTX imagery. Second, the chosen class hierarchy is
easily extensible. For instance, different types of dunes can be integrated by providing additional
samples. Lastly, the proposed method does not require annotations in vector format, but works with
box level annotations (cf. Figure 1). Therefore, adding new samples to the dataset is fast and does not
require manually outlining individual landforms. Nonetheless, the presented method is able to recover
the extents of landforms and provide meaningful geomorphic maps. However, the weakly supervised
approach has limitations as well. The computed maps do not adhere as strongly to boundaries between
different units as human created maps. However, uncertain boundaries between different units are
a challenge in human created maps as well. Furthermore, some prominent landforms, such as the
characteristic delta in Jezero crater (see Figure 9), which are easily distinguished by human experts,
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cannot be recognised in their entirety by the proposed method. The reason for this can be sought
in the fixed window size and the limited description of different types of bedrock in the current
class hierarchy.

Table 7. Visual study comparing different landforms under different lighting conditions, atmospheric
conditions, and sensory distortions and their influence on the classification result. Three examples
of three different classes are depicted. The samples depicting different conditions were extracted
from different CTX images and were captured at different times. A green frame indicates a correct
classification and a red frame indicates a misclassification. All considered samples except one are
correctly identified by a DenseNet-161 trained on DoMars16k. Please note that the samples under
different atmospheric and lighting conditions are not part of DoMars16k.

Class Dataset Sample Different Atmospheric and Lighting Conditions

Aeolian Curved

Aeolian Straight

Gullies

The current dataset and mapping approach thus offer several paths of improvements for
future work to overcome the described limitations. First, by improving the window classifier itself.
The sliding-window approach lacks pixel-level information and therefore smoothes the true boundary
between landforms (cf. Figure 4). Re-integrating pixel-level information can thus be used to improve
the window classifier. For instance, by not only considering the most probable class within the window,
but by also looking at which parts of the window are relevant for a class prediction. This is known as
class activation mapping in computer vision [82]. Similar things have been proven to be useful for
land cover studies on Earth [83] and aircraft mapping in remote sensing images [84]. Alternatively,
the distribution of the pixel intensities might be added as additional information either probabilistically
as presented in [85] or by clustering as in [86]. Second, even though the dataset is diverse, sometimes
the ability to describe specific landforms is limited. As has been discussed in Section 4.3.2 a more
diverse description of different types of bedrock in future revisions of the datasets might yield a better
separation of different landforms. The work of [12,16,20] can provide guidance here, although they
used HiRISE images and focussed on surface traversability instead of morphology. Additionally,
local landforms might also be integrated into the dataset, as for instance the distinctive ice-related
patterns, “Swiss cheese” [87,88] and spiders [89,90], found on the south polar ice caps.

6. Conclusions

In this work we proposed a framework which provides a first step towards creating maps
of Martian landforms with the help of machine learning. We introduced a novel dataset,
termed DoMars16k, which consists of 16,150 images of fifteen different Martian landforms divided
into five thematic groups. The dataset was used to train several neural networks. The best performing
network was then applied in a sliding window manner in order to create geomorphic maps of larger
areas. The best classification metrics on the dataset were achieved by a DenseNet-161 which was
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pre-trained on ImageNet. We employed a Markov random field smoothing of the raw classification
outputs after the sliding window to efficiently reduce a salt-and-pepper-like class noise. The boundaries
of the segments were preserved during filtering. The approach was shown to work well in several
regions of the Martian surface.

Supplementary Materials: The code to recreate the results is available at http://github.com/thowilh/geomars.
The dataset presented in this work is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4291940.
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Appendix A. Markov Random Fields

A Markov random field (see, e.g., Ref. [91]) is a unidirectional graph in which the nodes represent
random variables and links represent stochastic dependencies between these variables. For MRFs
the stochastic dependencies have to satisfy the Markov property: links exist only between direct
neighbours. An example of an MRF can be seen in Figure A1, the black node has links only to its
immediate neighbours (grey nodes). However the grey nodes have stochastic relationships to the
white nodes, such that information can be spread over the complete graph indirectly.

Figure A1. Principle of a Markov random field. Each node of the graph is illustrated as a circle and
every node represents one random variable. The black node is only connected to its neighbouring
nodes (grey), but not to all nodes (white).

In image denoising these stochastic dependencies can be used to enforce correlation between
adjacent pixels. Each node thus represents one pixel and the features at the pixel are treated as random
variables. The image is then smoothed by calculating the conditional probability that an image cutout
belongs to a label ci given its feature vector x and spatial context Ch: P(ci|x, Ch). Using Bayes’ theorem
this conditional probability can be expressed as:

p(ci|x, Ch) =
p(x|ci, Ch) · p(ci, Ch)

p(x, Ch)
(A1)

http://github.com/thowilh/geomars
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4291940
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It can be assumed that the feature vector x only depends on its own label and not its
neighbourhood, therefore the probability p(x|ci, Ch) simplifies to p(x|xci). The probability for a
feature vector x is constant for all pixels, so that Equation (A1) can be expressed as:

p(ci|x, Ch) ∝ p(x|ci) · p(ci|Ch). (A2)

The probability p(x|ci) for the feature vector x under the label ci can be obtained directly from
the softmax output layer of the CNN (cf. Equation (2)). The probability p(ci|Ch) of the label ci given its
spatial context is modelled using the Gibbs distribution with the energy function U(ci, Ch):

p(ci|Ch) =
1
Z
· e−U(ci ,Ch). (A3)

The normalisation factor Z ensures that the probabilities for all labels integrate to one and p(ci|Ch)

is thus a valid probability distribution. Large values of the energy function correspond to improbable
class configurations and smaller values of the energy function to configurations which are more
likely [91].

A simple energy function, with γ as the correlation of the neighbourhood and m as the number of
neighbours with the same label, is given by [92]:

U(ci, Ch) = γ · (4−m). (A4)

To achieve correlation on a larger area the algorithm can be repeated multiple times. For large CTX
images this does not provide enough correlation as smaller groups of falsely classified pixels remain
unaffected. Therefore the considered neighbourhood size increased, leading to an higher order MRF
with stochastic dependencies between neighbours of higher order. The energy function was adapted
for larger square shaped neighbourhoods of width and height w containing n = w2 − 1 neighbours:

U(ci, Ch) = γ · (n−m). (A5)

Appendix B. List of CTX Images Used to Generate DoMars16k

The complete list of CTX images used to generate DoMars16k are presented in Tables A1–A3.
The tables list the CTX product ID, the classes of the samples extracted from the image, the number
of extracted samples, and the central latitude and longitude of the CTX image. Each CTX image
contributed with at least three and at most 1247 samples to the generation of the dataset. On average
99 samples are extracted per CTX image. The number of observed classes per CTX image ranges from
one to twelve.

Table A1. List of CTX images used to generate DoMars16k.

CTX Image Observed Classes # Samples
Centre

Lat Lon

B01_009847_1486_XI_31S197W cli, cra, rid, rou, sfx, tex 85 −31.42 162.96
B01_009849_2352_XN_55N263W cra, rid, smo, tex 8 55.29 96.68
B01_009863_2303_XI_50N284W cra, fsf, fsg, rid, rou, smo, tex 66 50.39 75.76
B01_009882_1443_XI_35S071W rid 3 −35.75 288.32
B01_010000_1660_XI_14S056W ael 3 −14.08 304.03
B01_010088_1373_XI_42S294W ael, cra 4 −42.76 65.78
B02_010257_1657_XI_14S231W aec, ael, cra, fss, rid, sfx, smo, tex 201 −14.42 128.34
B02_010367_1631_XI_16S354W ael, cli, cra, fss, rid, rou, smo, tex 144 −16.96 5.59
B02_010432_1303_XI_49S325W aec, ael 59 −49.78 34.7
B02_010446_1253_XN_54S347W aec, cli, fsg, rou 140 −54.74 12.97
B03_010792_1714_XN_08S079W ael, cli, fss, rid, smo, tex 46 −8.7 280.1
B03_010882_2041_XI_24N019W ael, cra, fss, mix, sfx, smo 94 24.12 340.86
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Table A1. Cont.

CTX Image Observed Classes # Samples
Centre

Lat Lon

B04_011271_1450_XI_35S194W fsg, rid, sfx 21 −35.07 165.7
B04_011311_1465_XI_33S206W fsg, fss 14 −33.63 153.25
B04_011336_1428_XI_37S167W cli, cra, fsf, fsg, sfx 43 −37.23 192.38
B05_011415_1409_XI_39S163W fsg, fss, rid 46 −39.24 196.3
B05_011602_1453_XI_34S230W cra, fsg, fss, rid, sfx, tex 88 −34.75 129.22
B05_011633_1196_XN_60S352W aec, smo, tex 73 −60.43 7.99
B05_011705_1411_XI_38S161W cli, fsg, fss, rid 21 −39.02 198.17
B05_011725_1873_XI_07N353W aec, cli, cra, fsf, fss, rid, 96 7.31 6.73

rid, rou, sfe, sfx, smo, tex
B06_011909_1323_XN_47S329W aec, ael, rid, rou 106 −47.81 30.64
B06_011958_1425_XN_37S229W cli, cra, fsg, fss, rid, rou, smo, tex 101 −37.59 130.82
B07_012246_1425_XN_37S170W cli, cra, fsf, fsg, rid 112 −37.6 189.81
B07_012259_1421_XI_37S167W ael, fsg, fss, rid 10 −37.96 192.93
B07_012260_1447_XI_35S194W cra, fsg, rid, sfx 17 −35.42 165.33
B07_012391_1424_XI_37S171W cra, fsf, sfe, sfx 23 −37.68 188.81

B07_012410_1838_XN_03N334W rid 6 3.86 26.05
B07_012490_1826_XI_02N358W fss, mix, rid, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 331 2.64 1.28
B07_012547_2032_XN_23N116W cli, fsf, rid, sfe, smo, tex 32 23.24 243.33
B08_012719_1986_XI_18N133W cli, cra, fsf, fsg, fss 129 18.67 227.08
B08_012727_1742_XN_05S348W ael 30 −5.89 11.92
B10_013598_1092_XN_70S355W cli, fsg 30 −70.89 4.35
B11_013749_1412_XN_38S164W ael, cli, cra, fsg, fss, rid, sfx 112 −38.85 195.83
B11_013849_1079_XN_72S005W cli, cra, fsg, smo 43 −72.15 354.13
B11_014000_2062_XN_26N186W fsf, sfe, sfx 47 26.25 173.88
B11_014027_1420_XI_38S196W cli, cra, fsf, fsg, fss, mix, 175 −38.03 163.24

rid, rou, sfx, smo, tex
B12_014312_1323_XI_47S054W ael, fsg, mix 49 −47.8 305.31
B12_014362_1330_XI_47S339W ael, cra, mix, rid, rou, smo, tex 51 −47.12 20.15
B16_015907_1412_XN_38S040W ael, fsg, sfe 33 −38.91 319.86
B17_016157_1390_XI_41S024W aec, cra, rid, rou, smo, tex 170 −41.11 335.26
B17_016349_1690_XN_11S231W aec, ael, cli, cra, rid, rou, sfx, smo, tex 272 −11.06 129.08
B17_016383_1713_XN_08S077W aec, ael, cli, cra, fsf, fsg, fss, mix, 975 −8.77 282.81

rid, smo, tex
B18_016558_1419_XI_38S173W rid 11 −38.2 186.24

B18_016648_2004_XN_20N117W cra, fse, fsf, rid, rou 20 20.35 242.25
B19_017212_1809_XN_00N033W ael, cli, cra, fsf, fsg, fss, rid, sfe, tex 258 0.93 326.76
B20_017281_2002_XN_20N118W cli, cra, fsf, rid 94 20.23 241.5
B21_017679_2060_XN_26N187W cli, sfe 70 26.09 172.67
B22_018349_2008_XN_20N118W cli, cra, fsf 28 20.84 241.31
D01_027436_2615_XN_81N179W aec 56 81.55 180.92
D01_027450_2077_XI_27N186W ael, cra, fsf, fss, rid, rou, sfe 85 27.72 173.98
D04_028808_1425_XI_37S169W cli, fsf, fsg, fss 33 −37.57 190.97
D06_029500_1329_XN_47S340W aec, ael, cra, rid 63 −47.19 19.3
D08_030179_1381_XN_41S157W aec, fsg 35 −41.94 202.28
D08_030304_1322_XI_47S330W aec, ael, cra, rid 80 −47.93 30.03

D08_030436_1958_XN_15N343W cli, fse, fss, rid, sfx, tex 36 15.87 16.15
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Table A2. List of CTX images used to generate DoMars16k.

CTX Image Observed Classes # Samples
Centre

Lat Lon

D09_030608_1812_XI_01N359W ael, cra, fsf, fss, mix, rid, rou, 1247 1.29 0.86
sfe, sfx, smo, tex

D09_030667_1394_XI_40S163W cli, cra, fsg, fss, rid, rou, sfx, smo, tex 97 −40.72 196.77
D10_031010_1427_XI_37S168W cli, cra, fsg, fss, rid 53 −37.39 191.91
D10_031215_1116_XN_68S358W fsg 54 −68.44 1.57
D10_031220_1411_XI_38S142W cra, fsg, fss, rou, tex 14 −38.91 218.08
D12_031999_1420_XI_38S170W ael, cli, cra, fsf, fsg, mix, rid, sfx, tex 185 −38.1 189.9
D12_032012_1414_XI_38S164W ael, cra, fsg, fss, rid, sfx, tex 40 −38.68 195.33
D12_032025_1400_XN_40S159W aec, fsf, fsg, fss, mix, rid 46 −40.05 200.77
D13_032460_1344_XI_45S157W ael, cra, fsg, fss, rid, rou, smo 25 −45.72 202.25
D16_033436_1386_XN_41S163W cli, cra, fsg, fss, rid, tex 72 −41.49 196.56
D17_033903_1703_XN_09S316W ael 22 −9.71 43.79
D18_034135_1421_XN_37S167W fsg, fss, rid, rou 18 −38.01 192.94
D18_034236_1513_XN_28S045W ael, cli, cra, fss, rid, rou, sfx, tex 302 −28.81 315.05
D19_034489_2006_XN_20N118W cli, fsf, rid 63 20.6 241.55
D19_034734_2316_XN_51N333W ael, fsg, mix, smo 16 51.65 26.59
F01_036027_1330_XN_47S339W ael, cra, fsg, rid, rou, sfx 39 −47.07 20.13
F01_036186_1762_XI_03S004W aec, ael, cra, fsf, rid, sfx, smo 124 −3.87 355.91
F01_036292_2245_XI_44N026W fsg 4 44.59 333.74
F01_036362_1985_XN_18N132W fsf, fsg, fss, sfx 39 18.56 227.12
F02_036401_2000_XN_20N118W fsf, fss, rid, sfe 29 20.04 242.0
F02_036581_2292_XN_49N357W rid 8 49.29 2.89
F04_037270_1745_XN_05S079W ael, cli, cra, fsg, fss, rid, rou, sfe, smo, tex 250 −5.57 280.6
F05_037674_2220_XN_42N315W aec, ael, cra, sfx 70 42.08 44.29
F05_037873_1959_XI_15N344W ael, cli, cra, fse, rid, rou, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 149 15.92 15.21
F06_038065_2069_XN_26N186W cra, fsf, sfe, sfx 65 26.95 173.92
F06_038140_1742_XI_05S069W ael, cli, fse, fsg, fss, smo 135 −5.87 290.28
F06_038152_1280_XN_52S030W cra, fsg, mix, rid, smo, tex 87 −52.01 329.97
F06_038258_1550_XN_25S048W ael, cli, cra, fsf, rid, sfx, smo 63 −25.04 311.66
F07_038427_1921_XI_12N344W cli, cra, fse, rid, sfx, smo 112 12.07 15.41
F07_038447_1377_XN_42S163W cli, cra, fsf, fsg, fss, rid, rou, sfx, tex 108 −42.33 196.67
F08_038957_1517_XN_28S040W ael, cli, fsg, fss 42 −28.38 319.61
F09_039197_1223_XN_57S108W aec, ael, fsg, mix 39 −57.9 252.07
F10_039680_1962_XI_16N344W cli, cra, fse, rid, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 93 16.23 15.13
F16_041928_2617_XN_81N181W aec 40 81.73 178.81
F18_042660_1953_XN_15N344W sfx 4 15.38 15.59
F21_043861_2326_XN_52N019W fsg 4 52.64 340.67
F21_043943_1705_XN_09S089W ael, cli, fss 28 −9.55 270.55
F23_044912_2580_XN_78N276W aec, ael, smo 115 78.04 84.06
G01_018457_2065_XN_26N186W rid, sfe 39 26.53 173.54
G01_018787_1416_XI_38S188W cra, fsg, fss, rid, sfe, sfx, tex 69 −38.45 171.38

G02_018945_2055_XN_25N188W ael, cra, fse, fss, rou, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 227 25.61 171.16
G03_019483_2003_XN_20N118W cli, cra, fsf, fss, rid, smo 74 20.39 241.8
G04_019961_1410_XI_39S200W cra, fsg, fss, rid 21 −39.05 159.33
G07_020975_1408_XN_39S163W cli, fsg, fss 16 −39.28 196.27
G09_021753_1413_XN_38S164W ael, fsg, fss, rid, sfx 15 −38.6 195.16
G11_022635_2114_XI_31N134W rid 50 31.44 226.03
G14_023651_2056_XI_25N148W ael, fse, fsf, rid, sfx 187 25.65 211.7
G14_023665_1412_XN_38S165W aec, fsg 8 −38.84 194.49
G17_024924_1938_XN_13N344W cli, cra, fse, rid, smo 23 13.89 15.72
G19_025641_2037_XN_23N119W cli, cra, fsf, mix, rid, rou, sfx, tex 107 23.8 240.62
G19_025757_1510_XI_29S039W ael, cli, rid 33 −29.06 320.87

G22_026737_2617_XN_81N181W aec 50 81.73 178.82
G23_027131_2043_XN_24N117W cli, cra, fse, fsf, rid, rou, sfe, smo, tex 87 24.41 243.01
J03_045885_2070_XN_27N186W sfe 78 27.07 173.27
J04_046411_2022_XI_22N147W cli, fse, fss, rid, rou, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 369 22.25 212.98
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Table A3. List of CTX images used to generate DoMars16k.

CTX Image Observed Classes # Samples
Centre

Lat Lon

J04_046516_1983_XN_18N133W cli, fsf, fsg, fss 40 18.38 226.29
J05_046552_1792_XN_00S033W cli, rid 69 −0.89 326.29
J05_046835_1865_XI_06N201W fse, fsf, fss, sfe, sfx 53 6.5 158.88
J07_047612_1419_XN_38S170W cli, fsf, fsg, rid 27 −38.09 189.92
J08_047790_1255_XN_54S347W aec, ael, fse, rid, smo 115 −54.6 12.95
J08_048045_1220_XN_58S109W fsg 37 −58.08 251.09
J09_048139_1376_XN_42S158W aec, fsf, fsg, fss, rid 37 −42.57 201.49
J09_048191_2048_XI_24N147W ael, fse, rid, sfe, sfx, smo 343 24.85 212.66
J09_048206_1416_XN_38S188W cra, fsf, fsg, fss, sfx, smo, tex 88 −38.44 171.22
J11_049207_1376_XN_42S158W aec, cli, fsf, fsg, fss, mix 82 −42.44 201.82
J18_051792_1914_XN_11N179W cra, fse, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 20 11.48 180.98
J22_053518_1953_XN_15N145W fse, smo, tex 6 15.36 214.94
K01_053719_1938_XI_13N232W cra, rid, rou, sfx, tex 533 13.78 127.99
K04_054825_2053_XN_25N188W ael, cra, fse, fsf, fss, rid, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 253 25.36 171.61
K05_055181_2077_XN_27N187W sfe, smo 111 27.75 172.92
K06_055771_1936_XN_13N091W fsg, fss, rid 8 13.66 268.84
K09_057024_1933_XN_13N090W fsf, fsg, fss 27 13.41 269.12
K11_057792_1412_XN_38S164W cli, cra, fsg, fss, rid, sfx 27 −38.82 195.83
P01_001418_2038_XN_23N116W cli, cra, fsf, rid, rou, sfe, smo, tex 80 23.81 243.51
P01_001508_1240_XN_56S040W cra, fsf, fsg, smo, tex 20 −56.09 319.37
P02_001711_2055_XN_25N189W fse, fss, rid, sfe, smo 133 25.54 170.63
P02_001814_2007_XI_20N118W cli 11 20.57 241.54
P03_002147_1865_XI_06N208W cra, fse, fsg, fss, rid, rou, sfe, sfx, smo, tex 238 6.7 152.88
P03_002249_1803_XI_00N112W cli, fsf, fsg, fss 49 0.38 247.42
P03_002287_2005_XI_20N072W cli, cra, fse, fsf, fsg, fss, sfe 95 20.51 287.41
P04_002659_1418_XI_38S142W fsg 6 −38.34 217.94
P04_002681_1761_XN_03S026W ael, cli, cra, fsf, fss, rid, sfx 277 −3.97 333.74
P05_003101_1318_XI_48S329W aec, ael 4 −48.42 30.7
P06_003352_1763_XN_03S345W ael 66 −3.76 15.0
P06_003498_1089_XI_71S358W aec, cli, fsf, fsg, fss 81 −71.22 1.79
P06_003531_1076_XI_72S180W aec 7 −72.49 179.52
P07_003662_1401_XN_39S163W ael, cra, fsg, rid, tex 36 −39.98 196.34
P08_004016_1805_XI_00N113W cli, fsf, fsg, fss, sfx, smo 89 0.53 246.93
P10_004922_1089_XI_71S356W ael, cli, fsf, fsg, smo 32 −71.14 3.19
P10_005070_1935_XI_13N090W fss 5 13.55 269.45
P12_005575_1415_XN_38S191W cli, cra, fse, fsf, fsg, fss, 140 −38.52 168.83

rid, rou, sfe, sfx, smo, tex
P12_005635_1605_XN_19S031W ael, cli, cra, fsf, rid 211 −19.53 328.2
P13_006210_2576_XN_77N271W aec, smo 119 77.67 88.65
P13_006229_1552_XN_24S048W ael, cra, sfx 90 −24.9 311.26
P14_006669_2050_XN_25N188W ael, cra, fse, fsf, fss, sfe, sfx 98 25.02 171.48
P14_006677_1476_XI_32S039W cli, cra, fsf, mix, rid, rou, sfx, smo, tex 318 −32.49 320.56

P15_006779_2209_XN_40N315W aec, ael, cra, sfx 46 40.96 45.1
P15_007017_1365_XN_43S321W ael 16 −43.6 38.47
P16_007342_1422_XI_37S196W ael, cli, cra, fsf, fsg, mix, rid, sfx 69 −37.86 163.71
P16_007373_1377_XN_42S322W aec, ael, cra, fsf, fsg, fss, rid, rou, 530 −42.36 37.82

sfx, smo, tex
P17_007611_1760_XN_04S346W ael 105 −4.0 13.84
P17_007791_1695_XN_10S220W ael, cli, cra, fss, rid, sfx, smo, tex 210 −10.52 139.49
P18_008006_1828_XI_02N333W ael, cli, cra, fse, fsf, mix, 357 2.85 26.79

rid, rou, sfe, sfx, smo, tex
P18_008112_1728_XN_07S345W ael, cli, rou 38 −7.19 14.49
P18_008167_1493_XN_30S044W aec, ael, cra, fss, rid, smo, tex 112 −30.74 315.28
P19_008470_1512_XI_28S039W ael, cli, cra, fsg, tex 81 −28.87 320.7

P19_008528_2059_XN_25N189W cli, fss, sfe 105 26.01 170.58
P22_009655_1814_XN_01N359W ael, cra, mix, sfe, sfx, smo 68 1.43 1.06
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